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Contextual representation recommendation directly uses contextual pre�ltering technology when processing user contextual
data, which is not the integration of context and model in the true sense. To this end, this paper proposes a context-aware
recommendation model based on probability matrix factorization. We design a music genre style recognition and generation
network. In this network, all the sub-networks of music genres share the explanation layer, which can greatly reduce the learning
of model parameters and improve the learning e�ciency. Each music genre sub-network analyzes music of di�erent genres,
realizing the e�ect of multitasking simultaneous processing. In this paper, a music style recognition method using a combination
of independent recurrent neural network and scattering transform is proposed. �e relevant characteristics of traditional audio
processing methods are analyzed, and their suitable application scenarios and inapplicability in this task scenario are expounded.
Starting from the principle of scattering transform, the superiority and rationality of using scattering transform in this task are
explained. �is paper proposes a music style recognition method combining two strategies of scattering transform and inde-
pendent recurrent neural network. In the case that the incremental data set is all labeled, this paper introduces the solution of the
convex hull vector, which reduces the training time of the initial sample. According to the error push strategy, an incremental
learning algorithm based on convex hull vector and error push strategy is proposed, which can e�ectively �lter historical useful
information and at the same time eliminate useless information in new samples. Experiments show that this method improves the
accuracy of music style recognition to a certain extent. Music style recognition based on independent recurrent neural network
can achieve better performance.

1. Introduction

Music is an indispensable part of modern life and can assist
the expression of emotions in di�erent situations. Music is
composed of many elements, the basic elements of which
include rhythm, melody, harmony, and timber [1–3]. �ese
four elements are the basic considerations for composers
when creating, and only with a certain professional un-
derstanding of these complex rhythms, melody, harmony,
and timber can we have a more accurate understanding of
the content and theme of music. �e most direct grasp of
music by ordinary nonprofessionals can be summarized in
two aspects: style and rhythm [4, 5]. Style is the overall grasp
of music, and it is the �rst intuitive feeling that people have
when listening to songs. Many music playback software

recommends music through songs of the style that users
often listen to. Whether the music recommendation is ac-
curate has become the application of choice for many users
today [6, 7].

Now, music information retrieval has also become an
emerging category, and a large number of researchers have
invested in this �eld. Since some users are only very in-
terested in a certain genre of music, the music recognition
and classi�cation system can classify music into di�erent
genres of music. In this way, it is convenient for users to
retrieve and e�ciently manage music in di�erent time pe-
riods such as exercise and rest. When the same song is sung
by di�erent people, because of the range of each one, the
di�erence in timber, and the playing of various instruments,
the songs are all made di�erent. Various reasonsmake it very
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difficult for people to extract music features, resulting in the
inefficiency of classification and identification of music
genres. With the deepening of a large number of researchers,
it is believed that the problems of music genre classification
and generation will gradually develop in a better direction.

Considering that context representation recommenda-
tion is not the fusion of context and model in the true sense,
this paper aims to establish model-based context-aware
recommendation. In order to deal with the multidimen-
sional “user-situation-item” model, this paper cleverly
regards “situation-item” as an item in the “user-item”model,
and uses probability matrix decomposition to propose a
situational sense based on probability matrix decomposi-
tion. *is paper introduces the overall design of music style
recognition and generation model, and introduces the
preprocessing method and operation process of music data,
including the separation of audio tracks, the quantification
of data, and the extraction of music features. At the same
time, the design of the input matrix and output matrix of the
network is also introduced. *rough the design of the input
and output matrix, the features to be learned can be
expressed in the form of vectors. *e paper also introduces
the design of an analytical model for musical genres and
musical styles. Four small music genre analysis models are
included in the music style analysis model. *e model be-
longs to a multitask operation model and can handle
multiple different music genres at the same time, which
increases the learning efficiency of the model.

*e classification task of musical style is implemented
using a variant of recurrent neural network, IndRNN. *e
experimental results show that the new IndRNN performs
well in the classification task of music style, and the ex-
periments show that its average classification accuracy can
reach 96%. IndRNN is still significantly better than other
networks in terms of model training time and final clas-
sification accuracy. Compared with the current popular
models, the experimental effect of this strategy is still very
competitive. Introducing the solution of the convex hull
vector can discard a large part of useless information when
training the initial sample, which reduces the training time.
*en, combined with the error push strategy, an incre-
mental learning algorithm based on convex hull vector and
error push strategy is proposed, which is applied to the
music style classification system. In the marked scenario, it
can shorten the model establishment time, and at the same
time, it can effectively mine the hidden information of the
historical training set, eliminate the useless information in
the newly added samples, and maintain excellent
performance.

2. Related Work

*e deep neural network has the ability of automatic feature
extraction, so the above two problems can be combined into
one. For example, in the audio recognition task, related
scholars believe that the low-level network of deep neural
network can extract features similar to speakers, while the
high-level network extracts discriminative information be-
tween categories [8, 9]. In the past few decades, traditional

models such as Mel spectrum and Mel cepstrum have often
appeared in audio analysis tasks [10]. *ese audio features
can also be processed and utilized by computing statistics
such as the mean and variance between these frame-level
features, clustering, quantizing, and finally predicting with
classifiers such as K-NN or support vector machines. In the
field of neural networks in recent years, MLP, CNN, RNN,
and their variants are commonly used to analyze sound.

On the one hand, convolutional neural networks have
achieved good results in the audio domain. On the other
hand, recurrent neural networks are also playing their part in
this field. For time series signals such as music, recurrent
neural networks have certain advantages. Recurrent neural
networks are mainly modeled according to long and short
time correlations (dependencies) on time frames [11–13].
Recurrent neural network has a good effect on sequence data
with strong temporal correlation. For example, the time
before and after the logic of speech carries very important
feature information. Relatively speaking, it is more suitable
to use recurrent neural network [14].

For MLP, generally one-dimensional coefficient vectors,
such as flattened MFCC features, can be used as input to the
corresponding network, and each learning of MLP is for the
global features of the input; for convolutional neural net-
works, a two-dimensional spectrogram is input, and two-
dimensional CNN is used for learning [15–17].

Deep convolutional neural networks can learn deep
behavioral features, combining feature extraction and
classification operations to provide classification accuracy
and model robustness [18]. Convolutional neural networks
have performed well in speech recognition and music
segmentation after being introduced into the audio domain.
Related scholars selected eight musical features from three
main musical dimensions (dynamics, timber, and pitch) as
the input of CNN [19, 20].

3. Methods

3.1. Probabilistic Matrix Decomposition Based on Context
Awareness. Probabilistic matrix decomposition assumes
that the latent feature matrices of users and items obey the
same distribution. *rough model training, the large “user-
item” matrix can be decomposed into small-scale user latent
feature matrices and item latent feature matrices. Finally, the
product of the two is used to predict the user’s recom-
mendation probability for unrated items.

*rough the product of the user feature vector Uu and
the item feature vector Vv, the user’s rating prediction Ruv
for the item can be calculated. *e learning process of
probability matrix factorization finds the best user latent
feature matrix by training the model.

g(x) � 1 +
1 − e

x

�����
1 + e

x
√ . (1)

*eprobability matrix decomposition uses probability as
the recommendation basis, so the first step of probability
matrix decomposition is to convert the rating value in the
“user-item” matrix into the corresponding probability value.
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*e expression formula of probability matrix decomposition
is as follows:
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Among them, Iuv is a Boolean function, Iuv � 1 indicates
that the user u has a scoring record for item v, and Iuv � 0
indicates that no scoring behavior has occurred. Using this
function, it is easy to distinguish between user-rated items
and unrated items.
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Based on the above expressions, the calculation formula
of the posterior probability of the eigenvectors U and V is as
follows:
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Taking the logarithm of both sides of the above equation
can be obtained:
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(5)

Since C is a constant that does not depend on the pa-
rameters U and V, the left part of the above equation is
minimized, denoted as
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*e maximum likelihood estimates of the final param-
eters U and V can be solved using the Markov chain Monte
Carlo algorithm or the expectation maximum algorithm.

*e posterior distribution of the user feature vector is

p U|T, σ2U, σ3T ∝
p U|σ2U, σ3T 
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3.2.Dimensionality Reduction inMultidimensional Scenarios.
For context-aware matrix factorization, tensor factorization
has been widely used in multidimensional scenarios.
However, the high algorithm complexity limits its devel-
opment in large-scale data processing. As an effective means
of matrix decomposition, probability matrix decomposition
can only be applied to the two-dimensional rating recom-
mendation of “user-item” and cannot handle the multidi-
mensional recommendation requirements of “user-

scenario-item.” In order to reasonably introduce context
information and take into account the complexity of the
algorithm, this paper proposes a context dimensionality
reduction method, which maps the “scenario-item” com-
bination in the multidimensional “user-scenario-item”
model to the two-dimensional “user-item” model. In the
“item”, the advantages of the traditional two-dimensional
scoring recommendation are rationally utilized, so as to
realize the situation-aware recommendation based on the
probability matrix decomposition.

In the implicit score conversion in this paper, contextual
dimensionality reductionmaps the user’s scattered time series
music records in different contexts to the corresponding
scores in each context. At the same time, the user’s rating for
the same piece of music in the rating matrix will be different
due to different situations. *e scoring information under
different scenarios exists in the scoring matrix as independent
scoring items. *e context-aware recommendation method
based on probability matrix decomposition has the same
principle as the recommendation method of probability
matrix decomposition, but it can handle multidimensional
contextual recommendation requirements because it distin-
guishes different scoring records in different scenarios.

*e purpose of track separation is to distinguish single-
track music from multitrack music. In order to better train
music and obtain the characteristics of music, single-track
music will be selected here. Because multitrack music
contains many different instruments and chords, at the
current level, it is difficult to use computers to generate such
complex music.

Model training here is mainly to adjust the value of the
parameters so that the values of the parameters can be
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optimal. *ere are mainly two network models here: one is
used to learn the characteristics of music genres, which can
be called the genre model (GenereModel), which is divided
into a bidirectional LSTM layer and a linear layer.

Another network model is the style model (StyleModel),
which mainly consists of the explanation layer and the
GenereModel sub-network mentioned above.

*e main task of music generation is to convert a matrix
containing musical features into playable music. Since the
network finally generates a matrix containing the loudness,
the matrix can be regarded as a time series, and the feature
matrix needs to be converted into different genres of music
through the inverse of the matrix.

3.3. Track Separation. *e MIDI music data in the music
library contain three formats, namely, 0, 1, and 2. Each
format represents how to handle the time series in the file. In
MIDI, each track is a time series, and the time series records
the content of the entire piece of music.

0 means that there is only one track, and then all the
tones are included in this track. Multitrack music is music
that has many tracks. Multitrack music is more complex
than single track, so when extracting or separating tracks, it
is relatively complicated.

When playing MIDI music with format 1, multiple
tracks will start playing at the same time sequence and the
same beat. 2 means that multiple tracks can be selected
without starting at the same time, which is the biggest
difference from format 1.

In the MIDI music file in the music library, open any
song in a genre, and you can find that the music contains
many instruments. Each instrument is a separate track
stored in the MIDI file; in this article, the main need is the
piano track. Since multiple tracks of multiple instruments
are calculated, vectorizing the music data will make the
model too computationally expensive and will not be able to
get the best results. *erefore, for the music in the music
library, it is necessary to convert the multitrack data into

single-track data, and select the piano track in the multi-
track. *e process of separating audio tracks is shown in
Figure 1.

Since the audio tracks are independent, it is only nec-
essary to traverse the header files of the audio tracks in turn.
Since there are categories in the track headers that describe
the instruments, it is easy to isolate the piano tracks. For
music in format 1, since all the audio tracks are synchro-
nized, it is relatively troublesome to separate them, so the
audio tracks need to be spliced.

Since each track can be regarded as a complete time
series, the time series is composed of multiple time incre-
ments (delta time). Delta time not only has the ability to
express different time intervals, but also allows stored in-
formation to preserve time series. So when doing track
splicing, the scattered delta times with interval time can be
spliced together to form a complete time series.

Each delta time is composed of 4 bytes, so the maximum
value can be 228-1. During the splicing process, the bits are
carried from the lowest order of the 4 bytes to the high order.
When the lowest order of a byte reaches 7FH, it will start to
carry forward. By splicing similar to delta time, it is possible
to separate out the piano track in the synchronized multi-
track in format 1. Table 1 shows the conversion of variable
lengths to real values.

3.4.Acquisition ofMusic Features. Music features are usually
divided into two categories: one is physical features, in-
cluding pitch, timber, and duration. Another feature is the
time domain feature, which cannot be felt by the human ear
and can only be displayed by specific instruments, such as
short-term energy, short-term average zero-crossing rate,
and short-term autocorrelation coefficient.

In order to make the training model more accurate and
effective, the optimal features need to be selected when
extractingmusic features. However, some of theMIDImusic
contained in the music library is derived from software
synthesis, and some is generated from recordings of real
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Figure 1: Flowchart of extracting audio tracks.
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performances. MIDI music synthesized by software has a
characteristic, the music is very monotonous, and it is
difficult to obtain the loudness characteristics of the music,
or it can be simply understood that the types of a different
loudness of the music are too few.

3.5. Quantification of Data. To solve this problem, then all
music data will be selected in 4/4 time, while the timestamp
is approximated to the 1/16th note. *at is to say, 1/16 note
is a beat, and each measure has four beats. *e method of
modifying the timestamp is relatively simple. It only needs to
change the denominator of the message in each track read
from 4 to 16.

Since time is a continuous concept, the score matrix of
each delta time is discrete. A MIDI music can be regarded as
a complete time sequence, which contains several delta
times.

In order to represent all the information of all the notes
of a song with a feature matrix, then it is necessary to
combine the note information with the corresponding time;
otherwise, there will be a situation where some note in-
formation cannot be obtained.

At the same time, since the music feature information is
not continuous, but discrete, one-hot encoding is adopted
during vectorization.

Before using hot-unique encoding, categorical values are
first mapped to integer values, and then each integer value is
represented as a binary vector, which is 0 except for the
index of the integer and 1 for the rest. Encoding values in this
way can efficiently express many situations and are often
used in vector encoding design.

3.6.MIDIContentCodingDesign. Before training the model,
the MIDI content information needs to be converted into a
valid vector, which needs to contain the pitch, intensity, start
time, and end time of the score and other related infor-
mation. After the key of the current score is played, it is
necessary to know what the next key is to play.

When the next note is the same as the previous note, the
note still needs to be represented by a new parameter, which
makes more useless or redundant information added to the
vector.

*is model designs a relatively simple representation
method to encrypt the pitch state information into a vector.
Here, the representation method of binary vector is used to
encrypt the pitch state information. *e first parameter of
the binary vector represents whether the tone is played in the
time series, and the second parameter represents whether
the tone is the same as the previous tone. *en when there is
a tone that needs to be played, if the tone is different from the
previous tone, use [1, 1] to represent it in the matrix, and use
[0, 1] to represent the same tone as the previous tone, but use

[0, 0] to represent when you do not need to play. By
encrypting the pitch state information using a binary vector
approach, model learning can be made relatively easy.

*e design of the output matrix is very similar to the
design of the input matrix above. *e ordinate of the output
matrix still represents the time series, and the abscissa
represents the pitch value.*e only difference here is that the
dimension of the pitch value is 88 dimensions, while the
dimension of the input matrix is 176 dimensions.

Here, the strength and weakness features of the pitch are
expressed in the form of vectors in the matrix. In order to
make learning relatively easier, the dimension of the vector is
reduced, and the matrix design is carried out in the form of
[pitch, time series].

3.7. Music Genre Analysis Model Design. *e algorithm is
mainly composed of two models, the music genre analysis
model and the music style generation model. *e music
genre analysis model divides the learning problem into two
parts.*e first part is used to learn themusical features in the
score and converted into feature vectors, and the second part
is to obtain the range of musical intensity.

In order to learn a specific musical style, it can be learned
by combining a specific musical genre. In piano perfor-
mance, the loudness of a note can be achieved by hitting the
keyboard lightly and hard, and the strength and weakness of
these notes have their own emotional expression.

In the deep neural network, when selecting parameters
to update the method or optimization algorithm, such as
gradient disappearance in the update process, it will seri-
ously affect the effect of the experiment.

But when training the model, especially when the model
uses back-propagation for parameter update, gradient de-
scent will seriously affect the weight update. In the current
RNN, two adjacent time steps share the same weight. When
the value of the weight is less than 1, after a series of steps, the
gradient will disappear. So for a long-term sequence like
music, when two adjacent notes have a great influence at the
same time, insisting on using RNN will make the effect
unsatisfactory. You should consider the variant LSTM
network of this network.

Since MIDI music is a long-term sequence, the effect of
using RNN cannot meet the requirements. However, there
is currently a network that has a good effect in dealing with
long-term sequence problems, that is, the bidirectional
LSTM network. Bidirectional LSTM is more complicated
than unidirectional LSTM, mainly in the process of value
propagation. At the same time, bidirectional neural net-
work requires more training times to optimize the pa-
rameters, while unidirectional LSTM does not require
many training times. However, the accuracy of the training
results of the bidirectional LSTM network is much higher

Table 1: *e conversion of variable length to real value.
True value 3FFFH 100000H 7FH 4000H
Variable length (hex) FFH7FH C0H80H00H 7FH 81H80H00H
Variable length (binary) 11111111B01111111B 11000000B10000000B00000000B 01111111B 10000001B10000000B00000000B
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than that of the unidirectional LSTM after many times of
training.

*e activation function of bidirectional recurrent neural
network is usually a simple tanh function, through which the
weight value of the current state cell is determined, and the
output value will become part of the input value of the next
cell. However, due to the relatively simple design and the
problem of gradient descent, only a small portion of pre-
vious input values can be retained. *en as the time step
increases, the previous input value has less and less influence
on the subsequent input value.

*e reasons for choosing a bidirectional long- and short-
termmemory network can be roughly summarized as follows:

(1) *e bidirectional long- and short-term memory
network has a better processing effect on the problem
of gradient descent.

(2) Since the processing of MIDI music data belongs to a
long-term sequence problem, the special design
structure of the LSTM network can optimally retain
or remove the unnecessary parts.

(3) Since the ordinary recurrent neural network cannot
know what the next note needs to be played through

the musical score, the bidirectional recurrent long
short-term memory network has a forward propa-
gation layer and a back-propagation layer. *e back-
propagation layer can reverse the time series, so it
can achieve a role similar to a person reading a
musical score to adjust the model and make the
training more accurate.

*e role of the bidirectional cyclic long short-term
memory network layer in the entire model is to provide
memory for the learned music features, so that the model
can take future information into account when learning.

After passing through the bidirectional LSTM layer of the
previous layer, since the activation function of the hidden layer
of the bidirectional LSTM is tanh, the value range of the current
output data belongs to [−1, 1]. Because the range of the
performance intensity is a continuous larger range, it is nec-
essary to convert the output value into a music intensity value,
so it is necessary to change the range of the output value
through a linear layer.

3.8. Design of Music Style Analysis Model. *e music style
analysis model mainly studies whether computers can learn
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Figure 2: Design of the musical style analysis model.
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and generate different styles of music like humans. How to
learn the information of the whole score is the task that the
music genre network needs to complete, and themain task of
the music style analysis model is to predict and generate
different styles of music according to different music genres.
In this model, it mainly includes two parts, namely, the
interpretation layer and the sub-network of the music genre
analysis network. *e model structure design is shown in
Figure 2.

*e music genre analysis sub-network in the analysis
model is mainly used to learn the music style of a specific
genre, and an explanation layer is included in the upper
design, which can be shared by the music genre analysis
network. *is greatly reduces the learned parameters, and
the music style analysis network is like a tool that can
convert music into different styles.

Based on this situation, some scholars have proposed the
use of a neural network called Siamese, which is a similarity
measurement method, which maps the input to the target
space through a function and uses Euclidean distance in the
target space for similarity degree comparison. *e network
shares the same weight, and Network1 and Network2 can
represent the same network or different networks. *e two
neural networks are trained to represent the new output in a
new space and finally use the loss function to calculate the
similarity of the two inputs.

Based on the use of this network, different genres of
music can be used as different inputs; for example, input1
can input pop music, and input2 can input jazz music.

In music style analysis, since music has different genres,
in order to better learn different music styles, in this music
style analysis model, it is necessary to design multiple music
genre analysis sub-network units.

Each sub-network is connected to the interpretation
layer, and the output of the interpretation layer is used as the
input of the sub-network unit.*e sub-network unit consists
of a bidirectional LSTM layer and a linear layer. Each dif-
ferent music genre is a small sub-network. *erefore, a total
of four sub-networks are set in the music style analysis
model, namely, classical, jazz, rock, and popular music.

*e output of the interpretation layer in each sub-net-
work unit contains the state and input, then contains the 2-
layer bidirectional LSTM network, and finally connects the
thread layer. *e role of the bidirectional LSTM layer is to
read the score, learn the relevant parameters, and then
modify the performance. When reading an article or a piece
of music, the human eye can know what the current next
word is, so as to think. *e four-layer bidirectional LSTM in
this subnet is mainly used to learn parameters, similar to the
process of thinking, and adjust parameters through forward
propagation and back-propagation.

*e role of the interpretation layer is the process of
reading music of different genres into a computer-recognized
score. To put it simply, it is the process of entering a musical
score into the neural network. Since music has different
genres, the same method can be used for this entry process.

If each genre of music needs to use a separate input, this
will increase the parameters learned by the model, making
the model less efficient.

*erefore, when designing, the output of the interpre-
tation layer is used as the input of the music style analysis
network. When there are multiple music genre analysis
networks, multitask learning can be performed at the same
time.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Analysis of Simulation Results of Independent Recurrent
Neural Network. In the process of completing this project,
starting from the RNN, we tried the application of LSTM and
GRU network in the project. During the experiment, it was
found that the sigmoid function and the hyperbolic tangent
tanh function in these two variants of RNNmay cause gradient
decay in deep networks, especially for inputs such as musical
style fragments that require long-term sequences. In order to
solve practical problems in practical music style classification
applications, this topic attempts to solve them with emerging
RNN variants. *e independent recurrent neural network
(IndRNN) can learn longer time-dependent contexts than
LSTM and GRU, so the network is more suitable for the music
style recognition task in this paper.

*at is, at time t, each neuron only accepts the input
at the moment and its own hidden state at time t − 1 as
input information. In traditional RNN, each neuron at
the current moment needs to take the state of all neurons
at the previous moment as input. *is allows each neuron
in an IndRNN to process its temporal and spatial models
independently, making it easier to visualize. *e cyclic
processing process is represented by recurrent + ReLU,
and the activation function uses the ReLU function. As
an important step in the current neural network learning,
the BN layer is mainly used to adjust the data distri-
bution, speed up the network learning rate, and alleviate
the problem of gradient disappearance to a certain
extent.

Compared with traditional RNN, IndRNN has many
advantages in long-term sequence task scenarios. Based on
the calculation method of Hadamard product, IndRNN can
effectively alleviate the gradient disappearance and gradient
explosion problems that often occur in the model training
process by specifically adjusting the parameters of gradient
back-propagation.

Figures 3 and 4 correspond to the zero-order and first-
order scattering coefficient distributions, respectively. As the
order increases, more and more high-frequency features are
recovered.

*e feature data obtained by the scattering trans-
formation are sent to the network for training. It can be
seen from Figure 5 that after 500 epochs of IndRNN
training, it converges to a fairly high accuracy. Figures 6
and 7 show the training results of the GTZAN data set
based on other typical networks in recent years. *is
paper compares and analyzes the network performance
based on training time and classification accuracy. Al-
though the training time of each epoch is very short, the
classification accuracy of the RNN is at a disadvantage. In
terms of both training time and classification accuracy,
the IndRNN used in this paper performs the best.
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4.2. Intelligent Learning SystemMusic Classifier Experimental
Simulation andAnalysis. *ere are 6 corresponding test sets
in total, each test set includes 200 songs of different styles

and 40 samples for each type, and each song can only be used
once. Figure 8 lists the comparison of the classification
accuracy of the traditional incremental learning algorithm
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based on KKT condition and the incremental learning al-
gorithm of this paper.

When the learning number is 1, there is only the initial
training process. Although the accuracy of the initial clas-
sification model established by the algorithm in this paper is
slightly smaller than the classification model established by
the traditional incremental algorithm based on KKT con-
ditions, the training time is shortened by about 1min.

*is is because the information of the initial sample set
cannot reflect the overall information of all samples. *e
model established by the training is not sufficient, the
generalization ability is weak, and the accuracy of the
classification model is small. With continuous incremental
training, the accuracy of the classifier is getting higher and
higher.

For the music classification system built according to the
traditional KKT conditional incremental algorithm, al-
though the SV set in the last training set and the new sample
set will be considered before establishing a new classification
model, those nSV sets will be the same in each incremental
training which are excluded, but these nSV sets may have
sample data that will be converted to SV after the next
incremental training. *erefore, with the increase of the
number of subsequent incremental trainings, errors con-
tinue to accumulate, and it is difficult for the accuracy of the
classification model to increase rapidly.

For the incremental learning algorithm in this paper,
combined with the advantages of traditional incremental
learning, the convex hull vector and error push strategy are
introduced. *is algorithm is obviously better than the
incremental music style classifier based on the traditional
KKT condition, and the classification accuracy has reached
90%.

5. Conclusion

Considering that the context filtering recommendation will
directly filter out most of the scoring data sets that are not
related to the current context, this recommendation cannot
achieve the integration of context and model in the true
sense. A context-aware recommendation method based on
probability matrix decomposition is proposed. *e method
maps the multidimensional “user-context-item” model to a
two-dimensional “user-item” model, so as to make model-
based context-aware recommendations by using traditional
probability matrix factorization. Based on the LSTM net-
work, the music genre style recognition and generation
network is redesigned. In this network, all the sub-networks
of music genres share the explanation layer, which can
greatly reduce the learning of model parameters and im-
prove the learning efficiency. Each sub-network of music
genres analyzes music of different genres and realizes the
effect of multitasking and processing at the same time. In this
paper, a music style recognition method using a combina-
tion of independent recurrent neural network and scattering
transform is proposed. Starting from the principle of scat-
tering transform, the superiority and rationality of using
scattering transform in this task are explained. Based on the
application scenarios of this topic, the application effects of

recurrent neural networks and their variants on this task are
compared and analyzed. *is paper proposes a music style
recognition method combining scattering transformation
and independent recurrent neural network strategies. Ex-
periments show that this method improves the accuracy of
music style recognition to a certain extent. In the case that
the incremental data set is all labeled, this paper introduces
the solution of the convex hull vector, which reduces the
training time of the initial sample. Combined with the error
push strategy, an incremental learning algorithm based on
the convex hull vector and the error push strategy is pro-
posed, which can effectively filter historical useful infor-
mation and at the same time eliminate useless information
in new samples, reduce the training time of incremental
learning, and maintain good performance.
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